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Abstract

This paper presents an interesting application of the Tillich-Zémor functionTZ. In
particular, we emphasize the concatenation property of this one-way hash function,
i.e.TZ(S j T ) = TZ(S)TZ(T ) whereS andT are two binary strings. This property
is combined with a multisignature scheme in a journalism context. The aim is to
authenticate reports or interviews.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider the problem of authenticating a sequence of images
that has undergone an editing process that has removed some images. The aim of
the authentication is to guarantee that the edited sequence is a subsequence of the
original sequence of images. This means for instance that the relative order of the
images has not been altered. We also provide an editor with the means needed for
his job with only the cryptographic information generated by the camera at the
time of the original recording.

Our solution allows to detect any manipulation after the original recording. So,
no valid signatures can be generated outside the camera. Therefore, the (secure)
camera is committed in the signature process from a secret attached to it. Further-
more, we also commit the person who handles the camera. For this purpose, we
use the Guillou-Quisquater multisignature scheme [6].

Hash functions are very sensitive to a modification of even one bit. Hence, we
had to take care that the transmission errors would not prevent pieces of editing or
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of the original recording from being authenticated. We have considerably reduced
the probability of not authenticating an image due to a transmission error (from
63% to 0.77%). This was achieved by dividing the image into smaller entities
(blocks).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our model. In
Section 3, we review the GQ multisignature scheme for two signing entities. Next,
in Section 4, we show how to authenticate images and their relative order. In
Section 5, we explain how the editor can efficiently authenticate his work thanks
to the Tillich-Zémor hash function [10]. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2 Basic functional model

The purpose of our model is to authenticate reports or interviews, because unlike
movies the relative order of the images is important. So, we work in the journalism
context. The model is basic in the sense that it only includes the minimal amount
of “actors” to be functional.

2.1 Functions

Journalist The journalist handles a secure camera to film reports, to make inter-
views, etc: : : He is uniquely identified by a secure object, very often a
smart-card [7]. In order to use the secure camera, he has to insert his smart-
card. This enables to identifya posteriorithe journalist who admittedly
recorded authenticated images.

Secure cameraThe camera issecure: it holds a secret initialized by an external
entity, called trusted third party (TTP). Nobody can get access to this secret.
It authenticates each filmed image and the relative order of the images with
its own secret and the secret of the plugged smart-card.

TTP The TTP initializes each secure camera with a secret, and deliverssmart-
cards to journalists. He holds a list of all cameras and smart-cards that he
issued.

Editor The editor makes a film by removing some images from the original
recording. It is the unique operation he may do; operations such as per-
mutations of images or of sequences are not allowed. He does not produce
cryptographic information, he onlytransfersthe information needed to au-
thenticate the film and its editing.

Verifier The verifier checks the authenticity of a film. It means that he authenti-
cates each image taken separately and their relative order.
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Pirate The pirate plays the role of the cryptanalyst. He tries to break or to weaken
the scheme by any means.

Secure camera

Journalist

Editor
TTP

Pirate

Verifier

Figure 1 Functional model.

2.2 Format of recording

Our scheme applies to digital images using the DV standard [9]. This standard was
especially developed for numeric camcorders. It deals with compressed images,
dividing by a factor of five the amount of recorded data. So, the resulting video
signal is reduced to a bit-rate of approximately 25 Mbps. The compression is
intra-frame, similarly to JPEG; there is no temporal compression. Each image is
compressedindividually. This allows to perform a very precise editing.

The DV format includes a sector to write up to 3.5 Mbps of auxiliary data in
addition to the video, audio and tracking signals. This is the location where the
cryptographic data needed for the authentication will be written.

Finally, the DV format uses errors correcting codes so as to reduce the number
of transmission and decoding errors. We will assume that the probability of one
bit being incorrectly transmitted or decoded is equal to10�6.
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2.3 Dividing (compressed) images into blocks

At a rate of 25 images per second, an image is coded on25 Mbps=25 s�1 =106 bits, on average. The probability to have exactlyt errors in an image is given
by the Bernouilli formula [8]:Pr(E = t) = �st�pt (1� p)s�t ; (1)

wherep is the probability to have a transmission error, ands denotes the size of
the image. Takingp = 10�6, we obtain the following table:n s (in bits) Pr(E = 0) Pr(E = 1) Pr(E > 0) Pr(E > 1)0 1 000 000 0:3679 0:3679 0:6321 0:26421 500 000 0:6065 0:3033 0:3935 0:09022 250 000 0:7788 0:1947 0:2212 0:02653 125 000 0:8825 0:1103 0:1175 0:00724 62 500 0:9394 0:0587 0:0606 0:00195 31 250 0:9692 0:0303 0:0308 0:00056 15 625 0:9845 0:0154 0:0155 1:2 � 10�47 7 813 0:9922 0:0078 0:0078 3 � 10�58 3 907 0:9961 0:0039 4 � 10�3 8 � 10�6

Table 2Probability of transmission error for a block ofs bits.

The probability to have a least one bit incorrectly transmitted is greater than
63%. Such a probability is not acceptable. In order to overcome this drawback,
each (compressed) imagei will be divided into2n small blocks.

For each blockBi;j, the camera computes a hash valuehi;j = H(Bi;j) (with
the SHA function [1] for example), and puts it on the auxiliary data sector of the
tape. Therefore, if there is one wrong bit for the blockBi;j, it can be corrected by
switching exactly one bit until the corresponding hashing coincides with the hash-
inghi;j written on the tape. Using this trick, the probability to have a transmission
error decreases to the values given in the last column of Table 2. The more the
number of blocks is large, the less the transmission error is significant. However,
for each imagei, the camera has to compute the2n hash valueshi;j, the global
hash valueIi Ii = H(hi;1 j hi;2 j : : : j hi;2n ; i); (2)

and to write them on the tape. This is time-consuming and the bandwidth for aux-
iliary data is limited to 3.5 Mbps. A good trade-off is to divide the (compressed)
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images into27 = 128 blocks. That leads to a block size of7813 bits and a proba-
bility of transmission error of3 � 10�5. Hence, the probability that a whole image
is correctly transmitted is equal to99:62%.

Remarks.1) Notice that the computation ofIi in relation (2) includes the number
of the image.
2) The cutting of the (compressed) images must be compatible with the DV com-
pression that divides the images into8� 8 blocks on which a DCT is applied. So,
the sizes in Table 2 is an average value.

3 Guillou-Quisquater multisignature scheme

By signature, we mean a method to prove that theintegrityof a message has been
preserved and that the emitter of the message can be recovered. In order tosign
a message, the signer uses his own secret which involves him in the signature
process.

In 1988, Guillou and Quisquater [5] developed a zero-knowledge identifica-
tion scheme minimizing both transmission and memory. This scheme is ideal for
smart-card implementations because exchanges with the outside world are time-
consuming and the resources of the card are limited. Later, they converted their
identification scheme to a signature scheme [6], also suited for smart-card imple-
mentations.

Imagine that several entities want to sign the same message. We will illustrate
the signature process for two entities, but it may easily be extended to any number
of entities. Let’s call Carol and Jonathan the signing entities, and Victor the veri-
fying entity. Carol and Jonathan are both characterized by a set of credentials. It
consists of identification data that the application warrants, such as bank account
number, chip serial number, distinguished name, etc: : : This set of credentials is
transformed in a publicly known way into an integerJ . Moreover, each signing
entity has an accreditation� which is the secret solution ofJ �� = 1 (mod n); (3)

where the composite integern and the exponent� are both public.
Let JC (resp. JJ) represent the identity of Carol (resp. Jonathan), and let�C (resp. �J ) be the secret accreditation of Carol (resp. Jonathan). LetZi the

message being signed. The public parameters areJC , JJ , � andn. Then, the
protocol goes as follows.

1. Carol chooses randomly an integerri;C such that1 � ri;C � n � 1, and
computesTi;C = r�i;C (mod n).
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2. Similarly, Jonathan computesTi;J = r�i;J (mod n).
3. Carol and Jonathan computeTi = Ti;C Ti;J (mod n) and the challengedi =H(Zi; Ti), whereH is a one-way hash function.

4. Carol computesDi;C = ri;C �diC (mod n).
5. Jonathan computesDi;J = ri;J �diJ (mod n).
6. Carol and Jonathan computeDi = Di;C Di;J (mod n).

The signature of messageZi consists of the pair(di; Di).
To verify that the(di; Di) is a valid signature forZi, Victor computesJ =JC JJ (mod n) andTi0 = D�i J di (mod n). Next, he computesdi0 = H(Zi; Ti0).

If di0 = di, then Victor accepts the signature.

4 Authenticating images

4.1 Recording

Each (compressed) imagei is divided into128 blocksBi;1; Bi;2; : : : ; Bi;128, and to
each blockBi;j is associated a hash valuehi;j that will be written on the auxiliary
data sector of the tape.

By abuse of notations, we will sometimes say imageIi (even thoughIi repre-
sents the global hash value of the (compressed) imagei). A sequence consisting
of imagesr to s will be denoted by�sr.

Suppose the film consists ofk images represented by�k1 = fI1; I2; : : : ; Ikg.
In order to authenticate the images and their position, a one-way functionH is
used recursively. IfZi denotes thesuccession witnessuntil the ith image, then it
is defined by Zi = H(Zi�1; Ii) (1 � i � k); (4)

with Z0 = ;. EachZi (1 � i � k) is signed with a GQ multisignature. The no-
tations are the same as in Section 3, where the camera plays the role of Carol and
the journalist plays the role of Jonathan. Call(di; Di) the corresponding GQ mul-
tisignature. The succession witness and its signature are written on the auxiliary
data sector of the tape.

Remarks.1) All the data written on the auxiliary data sector use errors correcting
codes in order to reduce the probability of bit error to10�6. Since the size ofhi;j; Zi; di andDi are relatively small, the probability to have an error is negligible.
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H GQZ2I2
(d2; D2)

I1H GQZ1
(d1; D1)

IkH GQ(dk; Dk)
Zk: : :

Figure 3 Recording.

2) If the hash functionH produces an output of 160 bits (like SHA) and if the GQ
multisignature is performed with a 1024-bit long modulusn, then we use less than
17% of the capacity of the auxiliary sector of the tape.

4.2 Editing

The job of the editor is to select some images from the original recording�k1 =fI1; I2; : : : ; Ikg while respecting the order. Moreover, he has to ensure the later
authentication of the edited film. So, if a sequence�`+m` is removed, then he has
to furnishZ`+m in order to reinitialize the succession witness computation for the
next sequence. Actually, the verifier needsZ`+m to computeZ`+m+1; Z`+m+2; : : :

After editing, the final film consists of a succession of sequences�qp withq � p. Note that an isolated image corresponds to the casep = q.
For each sequence�qp that he keeps, the editor writes on the final tape

(a) the (compressed) images making up the sequence and their number,i.e. i
andBi;j, for p � i � q and1 � j � 128;

(b) the hash values of the 128 blocks of imagesp to q, i.e. hi;j, for p � i � q
and1 � j � 128;

(c) the GQ signature of the succession witness until theqth image,i.e. (dq; Dq).
The hash valueshi;j are given in order to reduce the probability of transmission

errors (see Paragraph 2.3). However, there is another advantage: they allowthe ed-
itor to modify one or several blocks inside an imagewithout“des-authenticating”
the whole image as we will see in the verification process. This enables, forex-
ample, to insert a logo or to mask a part of an image.
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4.3 Verification

Let �k1 be the original recording, and let
��q1p1 ;�q2p2; : : : ;�qupu	 be the final film

after editing. In order to authenticate the film, the verifier has to check each image
separately and their order as follows.

First, he computes the hash value of each blockBi;j making up the final film:h0i;j = H(Bi;j). After a possible modification of one bit, ifh0i;j 6= hi;j (wherehi;j
is read on the tape), then the blockBi;j has been modified. Also, he computes the
global hash value of each imagei making up the final film:I 0i = H(hi;1 j : : : jhi;128; i). Notice that the computation ofI 0i is achieved usinghi;j read on the tape
and not the computedh0i;j.

Next, for each sequence�qjpj , he computes recursively the succession witnessZqj by Zm = H(Zm�1; Im) for pj < m � qj; (5)

where the initial valueZpj is read on tape.
Then, he checks that the GQ signatures(dqj ; Dqj) of each succession witnessZqj (1 � j � u) are valid (see Section 3). Because the one-wayness of the

hash functionH, it results that all the images (containingunmodifiedblocks) of
a given sequence�qjpj must be authentic. Otherwise, only the part of the image
containing the unmodified blocks will be authenticated. It is not possible to find
other images for the sequence�qjpj that will give the final succession witnessZqj
(which is signed), because this problem is equivalent to find collisions for the hash
function.

Finally, to verify the relative order of the sequences, the verifier has tocheck
that pj > qj�1 for 2 � j � u. It is not possible to modify the image numberi because, by Eq. (2), this number is tied to the content of the image whenIi is
computed.

5 Identifying the editor

From an edited film, anybody can produce another authenticated film by removing
some images for example. So, if the editor wants to prevent such manipulations,
he has to protect his work by signing it. Moreover, the signature process enables
to identify the editor.

For this purpose, the editor can use a method similar to the one developed
in Section 4. But in that case, he has to compute a lot of hash values. Another
possibility is to sign individually each sequence�qjpj . These solutions are not ideal,
we need another tool.
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5.1 Tillich-Z émor hash function

LetSL2(F2r ) be the group of two-dimensional unimodular matrices with entries in
the quotient fieldF2r = F2 [X]=Pr(X), wherePr(X) is an irreducible polynomial
(overF2 ) of degreer. Define the matricesA;B 2 SL2(F2r ) byA = �X 11 0� and B = �X X + 11 1 � :

Let the mapping� : f0; 1g ! fA;Bg;�0 7! A1 7! B .

Then, the hashcode of the binary stringS = (s1; s2; : : : ; sk)2 is the matrix productTZ(S) = �(s1)�(s2) � � ��(sk): (6)

Proposition 1. <A;B >= SL2(F2r ), i.e. the subgroup generated byA andB is
the whole groupSL2(F2r ). ut

Therefore, ifr is sufficiently large, then probabilistic attacks such as the birth-
day paradox do not apply, since the set of hashcodes hasj SL2(F2r )j = 2r(2r �1)(2r + 1) elements. Tillich and Zémor [10] recommend to chooser in the range130� 170.

Proposition 2 (Concatenation property). LetR andS be two binary strings. If
“ j” denotes the concatenation symbol, thenTZ(R j S) = TZ(R) TZ(S): (7)ut

For security purposes, the polynomialPr(X) must be carefully chosen. The
authors of [2] (see also [3]) showed that if the order ofA respectively toB is
relatively small, then clashing binary strings may be found. However, thisattack
fails if the factorization of both2r � 1 and2r + 1 contains large primes.

On the other hand, Geiselmann [4] found a technique for finding clashing
strings by embeddingA andB into finite fields. With his method, he reduces
the problem of finding clashing sequences to the problem of computing discrete
logarithms inF2r . However, these clashing strings have very strange structures
(very long sequences of zeros and ones) and can thus not really be considered as
an attack.
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5.2 Authenticating images (second version)

The second scheme is exactly the same as described in Section 4, except that the
succession witness until imagei is now defined byZi = Zi�1 TZ(Ii) (1 � i � k); (40)
with Z0 = �1 00 1�.

The main advantage of theSL2 hash function is the concatenation property.
As before, let

��q1p1 ;�q2p2; : : : ;�qupu	 be the film after editing. From Proposition 2,
we haveTZ(Ip1 j : : : j Iq1 j Ip2 j : : : j Iq2 j : : : j Ipu j : : : j Iqu)= TZ(Ip1 j : : : j Iq1) TZ(Ip2 j : : : j Iq2) : : :TZ(Ipu j : : : j Iqu)= Z�1p1�1Zq1Z�1p2�1Zq2 : : : Z�1pu�1Zqu: (8)

Proof. Obvious, sinceZqj = TZ(I1 j : : : j Ipj�1 j Ipj j : : : j Iqj) = Zpj�1 TZ(Ipj j : : : j Iqj): ut
Therefore, the editor has just to compute the matrix producteZ = Z�1p1�1Zq1Z�1p2�1Zq2 : : : Z�1pu�1Zqu; (9)

and signs it with the GQ scheme.
To authenticate the editing, the verifier computeseZ where the values ofZpJ�1

are read on the tape and checks the validity of the signature.

Remark.If the editor does not trust the camera, he can re-iterate the whole process
of verification described in Paragraph 4.3. If he only wants to ensure that what
he signs corresponds to filmed images, then he may check the signatures of theZpj � 1 andZqj used in the computation ofeZ.

5.3 Further applications

TheSL2 function is interesting when several hash values have to be used several
times. We have seen a first application for a secure camera in the journalism
context. Another application may be the following.

Imagine that a secure camera takes photographs. Each slideSi is individually
hashed intoZi = H(Si). Then, the hash values are signed by the secure camera.
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Let fS1; : : : ; Skg be the original set of slides. If an editor selects some slides and
alters their relative order, he can efficiently sign his work if the functionH is the
Tillich-Zémor hash function. Indeed, iffSr1 ; Sr2; Sr`g denotes the set of slides
resulting for the editing, then he just has to computeeZ =Qj̀=1Z(Irj ) and to sign
it.

This scheme becomes really interesting in the case of an editor using a (trusted)
database of slides with precomputed hash values: the editor is able to authenticate
several editings in a very efficient way.

6 Concluding remarks

A system of authenticating images and their relative order was developed, even
if an editor has removed some images from the original recording. The main
advantage of our system is that onlyone signature is needed to authenticate a
whole sequence of images. Indeed, if an obvious solution (such as signing each
image to which a number is tied) is used, the verifier has to checkk signatures for
a sequence ofk images. So, we reduced the problem of authenticating of sequence
of k images to the problem of verifying only one signature.

Moreover, with only one signature per sequence, we can authenticate the order
of the sequences. Also, our model allows the editor to modify one or several
blocks of an image, but can also authenticate the remainings of the image.

Finally, we show that the Tillich-Zémor hash function enables the editor to
minimize the computations to authenticate his work. He just has to perform some
matrix products and to sign the resulting value.

Note that our scheme does not take into account the issue of synchronization
of the sound and the related authentication problems. This will be done in a future
work.
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